and the full-state model are discretized using the same technique and the results are compared. Comparisons are also made between the approximate and optimal laws in their respective trajectories and footprints. 
INTRODUCTION
During the ascent or descent phases of a hypersonic vehicle, unforseen control failure or damage may require change of the original landing site or diversion of the vehicle to a safe and reachable site. In these situations, knowledge of the absolute largest area reachable (footprint) by the vehicle given its current conditions and capabilities is essential. The points on the footprint represent the end points of different trajectories and each point is generated by solving a trajectory optimization problem. So, footprint generation can be viewed as solving a sequence of optimal control problems for different parameters. The first obvious point on the boundary is when a vehicle is flown along a path with zero bank angle during the flight. The final point reached is the maximum down-range point. To generate the rest of the boundary a non-zero bank angle generates a trajectory with some cross-range along with some down-range length. Therefore, to generate these points one has to solve the problem of maximizing the cross-range for any down-range position subject to any path constraints such as temperature, load factor, dynamic pressure and so on.
The traditional methods of solving this optimal control problem have focused on applying the Minimum Principle to derive the optimal control laws. For the full-state equations of motion, deriving the necessary conditions and solving them to obtain the optimal controls is a difficult task. Since one crucial aspect of footprint generation is rapid and accurate calculations, solving these necessary conditions as a two-point boundary value problem is a not a viable route.
In order to handle the problem, another popular approach is to reduce the size of the problem using energy-state approximations [IS] . These approximations are generally based on the following assumptions: The first is the vertical equilibrium which leads to elimination of the flight path angle as a variable. Assumption of non-rotational Earth also leads to removal of rotational terms such as coriolis terms. The last issumption is based on using the specific energy of the vehicle as a variable, thereby eliminating altitude and velocity as state variables. The reduction in size of the state variable makes the optimal control problem easier to handle. First order necessary optimality conditions can be derived by applying the Minimum Principle, and an expression for the optimal bank angle can be obtained. But this expression depends on the final down-range which for this problem is unknown. Therefore, calculations of the optimal bank angle depends on an unknown parameter which has to be guessed or calculated iteratively. Another approach circumvents this issue by using an approximate bank angle control law which is only dependent on the heading and the cross-range, and thus can be used to integrate the equations of the motion forward. This law is easy to use, but it is an approximate law and does not take into account Earth's rotation. Therefore, it produces error if the rotating-Earth terms are included in the equations of motion. This error becomes specially pronounced at higher Mach numbers experienced by hypersonic vehicles.
Our previous work in footprint generation for the hypersonic vehicles focused on the different scenarios for the failure of the controllers for the X-33 vehicle model [lo] , [ll] . For these problems the reduced order (energy-state) dynamics was employed and Vinh's law for the bank angle was used. In this work, we revisit the issue of footprint generation for the full-state model, and our goal is to compare the effectiveness of each model in footprint generation for a generic vehicle model. In order to bypass the problem of deriving and solving the necessary conditions for each dynamic model, a direct numerical approach is used which discretizes the optimal control problem into a nonlinear programming (NLP) problem. The discretization method employed is the Legendre pseudospectral method which has been used successfully to solve a variety of trajectory optimization problems 141, [ 5 ] , [ 6 ] , [14] . In this method polynomial approximations of the state and control variables are obtained by using Lagrange polynomials as the trial functions. The unknown coefficients are the values of the state and control variables at the Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto (LGL) points. These points yield superior results for interpolation of functions to the ones obtained from equidistant points [3]. The state differential constraints are imposed by evaluating the functions at the LGL points and using a differentiation matrix as an approximation for the derivative term. This method of imposing the state equations is in marked contrast to the numerical integration techniques that are used to approximate the differential equations in traditional collocation schemes (examples shown in Ref. [ 11) . The integral cost functions can also be discretized by Gauss-Lobatto quadrature rules which provide highly accurate results for approximating integrals [3]. This numerical technique of transforming the optimal control problem to an NLP has been implemented in MATLAB in the software package, DIDO which incorporates the discretization scheme as well as the NLP solver interface. [ 
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In order to show the effectiveness of this approach in solving the footprint generation problem, we use a generic hypersonic vehicle and numerically solve the Max-Cross-Range problem using DIDO for both the reduced and full-state models. It should be noted that recently a similar problem for a reentry vehicle was solved successfully using DIDO [9] , but the focus of that work was on verifying optimality of the numerical solutions. In this work, our focus is on comparing the numerical results for both dynamical models and appraise the efficacy of the reduced model in reaching the maximum crossrange against the full-state model. Comparisons will also be made with Vinh's Law, and we will examine its effectiveness against the optimal control laws.
GENERAL PROBLEM FORMULATION
A trajectory optimization problem such as finding the maximum cross-range is an example of a general optimal control problem as formulated in this section. Let x E RNz and U E RNu. Determine the state-control function-pair, 
FULL-STATE MODEL EQUATIONS
The problem of finding the maximum cross-range can be mathematically formulated as an optimal control problem as Vol. 6-2793 described in the previous section. First, we define the variables. 
The problem is to maximize cross range points for any downrange position: subject to the full-state set of equations of motion of the point mass model of vehicle dynamics over a rotating spherical Earth:
Minimize -4 (~f ) (12) i z = usin(?) 
REDUCED MODEL
The basis for energy-state approximation is the premise that the general performance of an aircraft is a balance between potential energy and kinetic energy exchanges. In unpowered situations (no fuel), the energy is dissipated by drag forces.
Therefore, the specific energy (total energy divided by mass), 
With initial values for all the states and final time condition only for E. The path constraints can be posed in terms of the density function, and they include load factor, temperature and dynamic pressure.
PstaZZ 5 P I mi+Tmaz, P q m a z , Phmin) (27) The vertical equilibrium-condition is posed as an equality path constraint:
To facilitate derivation of the necessary conditions, generally a parabolic drag polar is assumed
with where CL, is a constant and CO, , the zero-lift drag coefficient, and k , the induced drag factor are generally functions of the Mach number, M . With these assumptions one can derive the following expression for the optimal control law for z = t a n c [lo] , [15] :
This optimal control law still depends on an unknown parameter O(Tf) (final down-range) and the value of this parameter needs to be guessed upon and solved for iteratively in numerical implementation of this control law. The other issue is that this law is only optimal for the reduced model and its derivation is dependent on assuming parabolic drag polar. For most vehicle models, this assumption is not valid and the lift and drag coefficients are determined from table-lookup data (see [lo] , [ 111) . The other approach is to use Vinhs law [ 151 for the bank angle. This law which is only dependent on the cross-range and heading angle bypasses the problem of calculating the free final down-range:
This approximate law was designed by observing a large number of bank-angle profiles and it is known to provide good results compared to the optimal solution for the reduced model. Its effectiveness will be examined and compared with the optimal law in the next sections.
A DIRECT LEGENDRE PSEUDOSPECTRAL METHOD
The optimal control problems presented in the previous sections can be discretized by the Legendre pseudospectral method. This method which has been extensively described in Refs. 
where, for 1 = 0,1, ..., N are the Lagrange interpolating polynomials of order N .
The dynamical equations are discretized by imposing the condition that the derivatives of the state approximations satisfy the differential equations exactly at the node points. Thus, the derivative of Eq.(31) at t k must satisfy 
The mixed state-control path constraints, and the end-point constraint can also be discretized by evaluating these inequalities at the LGL nodes.
NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR A GENERIC VEHICLE MODEL
For a generic vehicle model, we compare the two dynamic models (full and reduced states) and discretize both problems using the Legendre pseudospectral method as described in the previous section. The specific vehicle parameters used in setting up both problems are presented in Table 1 . 
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Note that the Earth's angular velocity is only used for the full-state model. To express the equations of motion in nondimensionalized form, the following base units were used All other units are defined from these base units. with hO = 170000(ft), and u0 = 15000(ft/sec). The final energy is given by with h f = 50000(ft), andvf = 2500(ft/sec).
Unit of Length: Radius of Earth

Full-State Model Boundary Conditions:
The only final time boundary condition is for the final energy E f = $' U: + A corresponding to ( R e + h f l 2 h f = 50000(ft) v~f = 2500(ft/sec) For discretization of each problem 32 LGL points were used. The problems was set up using DIDO E121 and the sparse NLP solver SNOPT [7] was used. The results for the state and control variables for both dynamical models are presented in the following graphs.
Comparison of the Llynanzic Models
The full-state results are denoted in solid lines, and the reduced state results are shown in "*". The first observation on the graphs is on the time duration of the maneuver. The full-state model yields a longer operation time. In the altitude profiles, the full-state model exhibits the Phugoid oscillations which are characteristic of max-range trajectories [15] , while the reduced model altitude has a steady decrease. For the longitude and latitude, the full-model yields larger values than the reduced-state model. This in turn should result in a larger footprint, as it is clear from Fig 9. The optimal bank-angle in both cases is in agreement with the results from applying the Minimum Principle. For the reduced-model case, the bank angle is at a maximum value in the beginning, and it steadily Vol. 6-2796 1Mxx) Longitude (deg) Figure 9 . Comparison of Footprints for the Full and Reduced Models reduces to 0 degree at the end of the trajectory. For the full? state model, the profile at the end-point is sharply different: the value of the bank-angle towards the end jumps to a limiting value [15] . To create the footprint for each model, the Max-Cross Range problem was solved for a number of different initial heading angles. To create the footprint in Fig from the sweeping technique is also around 0.5 degrees, but the difference in these values from the max down-range problems is about 2.6 degrees or 180 miles.
Comparison with Knh's Law
To compare the effectiveness of Vinh's bank angle law against the optimal control law, the full equations of motion (that include the Earth's rotational terms) were used. Vinh's law was used for the bank angle and the full-state equations were integrated forward until the final energy value was reached. The results for the bank-angle, latitude and longitude from Vinh's law are contrasted against the full-state model that was solved as an NLP in Figures 10-12 . The cross-range profiles for both models are nearly the same. The only difference is the Vinh's cross-range reaches its final value before the optimal crossrange. The down-range results are in marked contrast. It is clear the optimal law yields a much larger longitude. The bank-angle profiles are similar except that Vinh's law has a larger initial value and slowly decreases towards zero, and the optimal law has the jump towards the end. The difference in longitude and latitude values results in a larger footprint for the optimal law as demonstrated in Figure 13 . The maximum difference in 8f between the two models is 2.7 degrees or 186 miles, and maximum difference in q5f is about 0.74 degrees or 51 miles. Based on these results it appears that Vinh's law for the full-state model does not perform as well as even the reduced model. This observation was expected, since Vinh's law is suited only for the non-rotational Earth case.
CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated the effectiveness of the direct pseudospectral method for generation of footprints. This method can handle various dynamic models, boundary conditions and
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Time ( To illustrate these points, we used the technique to compare the full-state dynamic model against the reduced model for a generic vehicle model. From our results, it is evident that the reduced dynamic models, while easier to work with, yield more conservative estimates of the footprint and do not adequately capture the physics of the problem. We have also shown the inadequacy of heuristic control laws such as Vinh's law when the Earth's rotating terms are included in the model. The future goal of the research is to use this direct method to investigate different control failure scenarios for a realistic vehicle (such as X-33) with full-state dynamics. Control allocation schemes need to be incorporated in the problem which take into account variable upper limits for the angle of attack and the lift coefficien; based on the specific failure scenario.
